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Three-dimensional simulations of pyrolytic laser direct writing from gas-phase precursors are
presented. They are based on a fast method for the calculation of temperature distributions induced
by an energy beam in deposits of arbitrary shape. Analytical approximations, fast Fourier transform,
and the multigrid technique are combined in the algorithm. Temperature dependences of the
absorptivities and heat conductivities of the deposit and the substrate have been taken into account.
Self-consistent modeling of the growth process allows one to explain oscillations in the height and
width of lines caused by the feedback between the shape of the deposit, the temperature distribution,
and the growth rate. For the deposition of W from an admixture of WCl61H2 anda-SiO2 substrates,
the oscillations originate from a sharp increase in the absorptivity of the deposit with temperature.
With the deposition of Si from SiH4, or C from CH4, C2H2, and C2H4, ontoa-SiO2, the oscillations
are related to the large ratio of height/width of the deposit and the increase in temperature on its
upper surface. This increase also explains the transition from line-type to fiber-type growth. The
hysteresis of this transition with respect to laser power and scanning velocity is explained as well.
The same algorithm can be used in the modeling of pyrolytic etching and e-beam microprocessing
when the feedback between the temperature distributions and changes in the processing geometry is
important. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!07415-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pyrolytic laser-assisted chemical vapor deposit
~LCVD! has attracted attention in the last decade as a ve
tile tool for micromechanics and microdevice fabricatio
wiring, customization and repair of interconnects, etc1,2

Deposition of many materials onto various substrates
been reported.1,2 Different types of so-called noncohere
structures~not related to light interference phenomena! were
observed.3–8 The understanding of these structures, as w
as the self-consistent description of the pyrolytic LCVD
self require a knowledge of the laser-induced tempera
distribution and the modeling of the growth process.In situ
temperature measurements are difficult to perform,9 mainly
due to the small size of the reaction zone. Thus, model
culations become quite useful. Here, however, the follow
problem arises. The presence of the deposit may change
temperature distribution drastically, especially if the depo
is ‘‘thick’’ ~with a large height/width ratio! and its thermal
conductivity is much higher than that of the substrate. Thi
often the case for the deposition of metals or semiconduc
on insulators. Therefore, any realistic modeling of pyroly
LCVD should include the~time-dependent! influence of the
deposited material on the temperature distribution.

Laser-induced temperature distributions for regular
ometries can, in many cases, be calculated analytically.1,10,11

For a fixed geometry of the deposit, a number of numer
studies have been performed.12,13 Self-consistent treatment
of laser direct writing, which combine temperature a
growth rate calculations, have been performed numerica14

and on the basis of a simplified one-dimensional~1D!
model.15,16 In Ref. 17, we proposed a fast algorithm for th
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calculation of temperature distributions within arbitrari
shaped deposits. Temperature distributions in deposits s
as dots and lines were calculated, and the growth proc
was simulated. In the present article, we apply this algorit
to realistic deposits. Several types of noncoherent osc
tions and instabilities observed in laser direct writing a
explained.

II. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

Let us first enumerate the main ideas of the algorithm17

for fast calculations of temperature distributions within d
posits growing on semi-infinite substrates.

The temperature distribution at each moment is cal
lated from thestationaryheat conduction equation. This i
practically always justified inmicroprocessing. The tempera
ture dependence of the heat conductivities is eliminated
introducing linearized temperaturesuS ~for the substrate! and
uD ~for the deposit! via the Kirchhoff transform, which
eliminates temperature-dependent heat conductivitiesK(T)
from thestationaryheat conduction equations.1,17 Then, the
Poisson equation for the semi-infinite substrate and the
posit must be solved. The Green’s function technique allo
one to relate analyticallyuS at the surface of thesemi-infinite
substrate and its derivative along the normal to this surfa
The heat equation for thenonplanar depositis integrated in
the direction perpendicular to the substrate surface with
different weight functions. This results in two equations f
the moments of the temperature distributionuD . In a first
approximation, this procedure describes a thermally thin
posit. A more refined approach takes into account temp
ture differences within the deposit and allows one to write
nonlinear integrodifferential equation for the temperatures
the substrate–deposit and deposit–ambient interfaces o
/82(3)/1018/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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i.e., equations for two-dimensional~2D! functions, instead of
three-dimensional functions as in the initial problem. B
sides, the integrals in these equations have the form of
convolutions; this permits the use of fast Fourier transfo
~FFT! techniques for numerical calculations. This enab
one to develop a fast iterative procedure for the calcula
of temperatures in the deposits with arbitrary shapes.

When the linearized temperature at the surface of
deposituD

h (x,y) ~x, y are the coordinates in the plane of th
substrate! is known, it can be recalculated into the tempe
tureTh(x,y) via the inverse Kirchhoff transform.1,17

Our goal is to apply this algorithm to the description
laser direct writing. For this reason, we write the equation
growth in the coordinate system fixed with the laser be
~positioned atx50, y50!. The beam moves with respect
the substrate in the positivex direction with the scanning
velocity ys

]h

]t
5W~Th!@11~“h!2#1/21ys

]h

]x
. ~2.1!

Here,h(x,y,t) is the height of the deposit,“h is the 2D
gradient of the height in thex–y plane, andW is the growth
rate at the particular point, which is assumed to depend
temperature only. The term under the square root acco
for the fact that growth takes place along the normal to
deposit at each point.18,19 For ‘‘flat’’ deposits with“h!1,
this term can be neglected.

Equation~2.1! is solved numerically by the finite differ
ences on a mesh, which is taken to be uniform, in orde
use the FFT for the temperature calculations. The equatio
split up into two parts, the growth part and the advective p
~second term on the right side!. The advection was per
formed by shifting the height array one spatial mesh s
dx to the negativex direction after a constant time interva
t5dx/ys . This is a standard upwind scheme, which allo
avoiding any distortion of Fourier harmonics durin
advection.20

The growth part of the problem can be treated num
cally in different ways. In the simplest approach, the hei
is calculated at the new time step by the explicit schem
Here, the temperatureTh(h) is calculated for the height pro
file at the previous time step by the algorithm.17

“h is cal-
culated by symmetric differences ]h/]x5(hi11

2hi21)/2dx, etc.
Another approach is similar to the two-step Lax

Wendroff procedure.20 Here, each time stepdt for the
growth process is subdivided into two half steps. For the fi
half step,“h is calculated from the four nearest points co
prising a rectangle in thex–y grid. After that, the half-step
height in the middle of a rectangle is determined by
explicit scheme. Here, the temperature that is used in the
function in the center of the mesh rectangle is taken as
average from the temperature in its corners. Then, the h
step temperature is calculated for the half-step height
finally, the full-step height is calculated by using the ha
step temperature in the rate function, and half-step heigh
the calculation of“h ~also by the four points of the rect
angle!. Because this scheme has second-order accurac
time, it permits bigger time steps. Other variations of t
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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two-step procedure were tried as well. Variable time ste
were usually employed with the limitations for the maxim
possible relative and/or absolute increase in height per s
The reliability of the computational procedure was controll
by changing discretization, time steps, and accuracy i
wide range.

The most time-consuming part of the algorithm~tem-
perature calculations! has iterative character.17 This signifi-
cantly decreases the computational time, because the ge
etry of the deposit changes only slightly during one tim
step.

III. OSCILLATIONS DUE TO CHANGES IN
ABSORPTIVITY WITH TEMPERATURE

Oscillations in the width and height of stripes deposit
on glass substrates by pyrolytic laser direct writing of
from WCl6H2 were reported for the first time in Ref. 21. Th
effect was studied in further detail in Ref. 6. It was foun
that during deposition, the absorptivity of the deposited tu
sten changes almost twice, most probably due to the p
ence of a very small amount of oxygen in the reaction cha
ber.

A semiquantitative explanation of this effect was giv
in Ref. 22. The physical mechanism for the oscillations is
following: with constant absorptivity, lines are uniform
However, if the absorptivity increases with temperature in
certain temperature interval, the temperature, and thus,
growth rate spontaneously increase. This leads to an incr
in the cross section of the deposited line and a subseq
temperature drop due to the increase in the heat trans
along the line. Then the process repeats. For the existenc
the oscillations, it is necessary that the increase in absorp
ity with temperature is sharp enough, i.e., the energy in
into the system increases faster than the energy losses.

Subsequently, we apply the developed numerical al
rithm to the quantitative modeling of the oscillations o
served.

If absorptivity A does not change with temperature,
uniform line is produced~Fig. 1!. The parameters employe

FIG. 1. Simulated height profile of a W line deposited from WCl6 /H2 /O2

onto a-SiO2. Surface absorption withconstantabsorptivity A50.6, w0

57.5mm, P50.65 W, andys515mm/s have been assumed. For the the
mophysical parameters and growth rate dependence on temperatur
Table I.
1019Arnold, Kargl, and Bäuerle
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TABLE I. Thermophysical and kinetic parameters of the materials considered in the calculations. Th
conductivities were approximated by power functionsK(T)5K(T0)(T/T0)9.

Parameter:
Units:
Material

T0
~K!

n K(T0)
~W/cm K!

Formula
for W(T)

W0

~mm/s!
Ta
~K!

Tth
~K!

dTth
~K!

a

a-SiO2 300 0.57 0.0123
443 0.57 0.0154

W from 443 20.29 0.78 ~3.1! 16.05 2525 1200 15
WCl6/H2/O2

Si from 300 21.22 1.54 ~4.1!, 23108 22000
SiH4 ~5.1! 83105
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in the numerical calculations are listed in the Table I and
the figure captions. The following growth rate was used

W~T!5W0 expS 2
Ta
T D FexpS Tth2T

dTth
D11G21

. ~3.1!

Here, Tth characterizes the threshold temperature
which deposition starts,23 dTth defines the sharpness of th
threshold,Ta is the Arrhenius activation temperature, a
W0 the corresponding preexponential factor.

The main features of deposition with constant absorp
ity are the following: Thetemperaturenear the position of
the laser beamincreases with the scanning velocity, due to
the decrease in the cross section of the stripe, which
good heat conductor. The height and width of the depos
lines are almost proportional to the laser power. For t
reason, the depositiontemperatureof the stripes, which are
wider than the laser beam spot sizew0 , depends only slightly
on laser power. For the deposition of W from WCl6/H2,
there exists a sharp threshold temperature. As a result
width of the stripes depends onys in a nonmonotonous way
first it increases, and then it decreases. A detailed expl
tion of this behavior can be found in Refs. 15 and 16.

If the absorptivityA(T) sharply increases near a certa
temperatureTAb ~subscript ‘‘Ab’’ stands for absorptivity!,
and if the laser-induced temperature near the beam cent
close toTAb , oscillations may arise. Henceforth, we use
steplike function

A~T!5A01A1FexpS TAb2T

dTAb
D11G21

, ~3.2!

where the absorptivity increases within the temperature
tervaldTAb nearTAb , A0 is the absorptivity at low tempera
tures, andA1 the absolute change in absorptivity. The exa
behavior ofA(T) outside of the region aroundTAb is unim-
portant, and Eq.~3.2! can be thereby employed in man
cases. The increase in absorptivity can have different ph
cal origins. It may be related to the microstructure of t
deposit, to its chemical composition, the formation of a th
oxide layer, etc.22

The calculated line shape and temperature profile
shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The line profile agrees quite
well with that experimentally observed~Fig. 3!, ~for more
details see also Refs. 6 and 1!. The temporal evolution of the
calculated deposition process can be described as follo
When the cross section of the stripe becomes large, the
perature drops, and the absorptivity decreases to the lo
hys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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valueA0 . Then, the deposition practically ceases until t
laser beam reaches the edge of the deposit. Subseque
both the temperature and the absorptivity increase, and a
deposition ‘‘burst’’ occurs. Here, the deposition procee
ahead of the laser beam. A similar behavior was observe
Ref. 6. The highest temperature is achieved in this pha
which explains the experimental findings that the linewidth
has minimum values slightlyafter the regions with the maxi-
mum lineheight @compare Fig. 2~a! and Fig. 3#.

It is instructive to study thetemporalevolution of the
height and temperature in the region near the position of
laser beam~Fig. 4!. Note, that the time dependenceh(t)
differs from the spatial profile of the height in the center
the line@Fig. 2~a!#, because growth continues alsobehindthe
laser beam. Figure 4 shows sharp jumps in the tempera
and a much smoother behavior of the height. A similar b

FIG. 2. Simulated height profile~a! and temperature distribution~b! of a W
line for a temperature-dependent absorptivity~3.2! with A050.4,A150.4,
TAb51500 K, anddTAb510 K. Other parameters as in Fig. 1.
Arnold, Kargl, and Bäuerle
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havior was found with the simplified model, which usestwo
ordinary differential equations.22 This implies that the main
features of the deposition dynamics can be understoo
terms of only two ‘‘order parameters’’h and T, the latter
being the fast variable.

The dependence of the spatial period of oscillations,L,
on laser powerP is shown in Fig. 5~a! together with the
maximum and minimum height of the deposited line. T
same dependences on scanning velocity are shown in
5~b!. Oscillations exist only in a finite interval ofP and
ys .

6,22 Both h and L increase almost linearly withP. L
increases also withys . In the region of uniform growth~Fig.
1!, h decreases withys . All of these dependences agre
within 15%–20% with those observed experimentally.6 An
even better agreement would require the exact knowledg

FIG. 3. Measured height~a! and width~b! of a W line deposited from 1.1
mbar/50 mbar/15mbar WCl61H21O2 ~Ref. 6!. The values ofw0 , P, and
ys are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Time-dependent behavior of the height~solid line! and temperature
~dashed line! in the center of the laser beam for the parameters used in
2.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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of

A(T) and heat conductivityKD(T), which may differ from
that of bulk tungsten. Additionally, experimental paramete
such as the laser power and spot size are also measured
an accuracy of only about 5%–10%.

Another interesting point is the behavior ofh near the
limits of existence of oscillations.h jumps to lower/higher
values at laser powers and scanning velocities below/ab
the region of oscillations. Consider, for example, thede-
creasein laser power. As long as oscillations exist, the sy
tem periodically reaches the ‘‘high-temperature state’’ with
high absorptivity near the center of the laser beam. This
curs when the height passes itsminimum~see Fig. 4!. When
the oscillations disappear, the deposit near the laser sp
alwaysin the low-temperature~and absorptivity! state. Thus,
below the oscillation threshold, the deposition rate and
height of the stripe will besmallerthan that corresponding to
the minimal height within the oscillating line. Similar con
siderations apply to the upper boundary of existence of
cillations with respect toP or ys .

IV. OSCILLATION OF LINES WITH HIGH ASPECT
RATIO

Another interesting, and more general type of oscil
tions arises when the aspect ratioG5h/r , 2r being the line-
width, becomes of the order of unity~thick stripes!. An ex-
ample is the deposition of Si from SiH4 onto quartz
substrates.7 Here, oscillations are observed with increasingG
~mainly due to an increase inh!, irrespective of whether this
is caused by anincreasein P or decreasein ys . An example
for the former case is shown in Fig. 6. When decreas
ys , or increasingP even further, a series of almost equidi
tant fibers popping up from the substrate is formed. A sim
behavior was observed during deposition of C from CH4,
C2H2, and C2H4 onto different substrates.

8 Subsequently, we
g.

FIG. 5. Calculated dependence of the spatial periodL ~dashed line!, and
maximal and minimal height~solid lines! of a stripe.~a! Dependence on
laser power.ys515mm/s. ~b! Dependence on scanning velocity forP
50.65 W. Other parameters as in Fig. 2.
1021Arnold, Kargl, and Bäuerle
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apply our algorithm to the deposition of Si from SiH4. The
parameters employed are included in Table I and in the
ure captions. Unlike the WCl61H2 system, SiH4 does not
possess an abrupt temperature threshold for deposition,
the reaction rate in Eq.~2.1! can be approximated by
simple Arrhenius function:1

W~T!5W0 exp~2Ta /T!. ~4.1!

Let us study the changes in the calculated shape of str
with decreasingys . With high scanning velocities, the pro
file of stripes and temperature distributions is qualitativ
similar to that shown in Figs. 1 and 2~b!, respectively. With
decreasingys , bothh and r increase, while the temperatur
near the center of the laser beam,Tc , decreases due to he
conduction along the stripe~Fig. 7!. A semiquantitative

FIG. 6. Transition from continuous deposition of Si at highys to an oscil-
lating regime at smallerys ~500 mbar SiH4, a-SiO2 substrate, w0

52.5mm, P50.1 W ~Refs. 7 and 8!!. ~a! ys5100mm/s. ~b! ys
560mm/s. ~c! ys535mm/s.
1022 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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analysis of this behavior in a 1D approximation was given
Ref. 16. The arrows in Fig. 7 illustrate the influence of d
ferent parameters onto calculated dependences. The dire
of the arrows shows the shift in the dependence with
increaseof the corresponding parameter, when all other p
rameters are kept constant. The parameters are listed i
order that reflects the decrease in the magnitude of
changes. For example,Tc increases withTa andP, but de-
creases with heat conductivitiesKD andKS . An increase in
the laser-beam spot sizew0 and the pressure of the precurs
~preexponential factorW0! also decreasesTc . Within a cer-
tain range,r is almost independent ofP andKD . Bothh and
r decrease with increasingTa because the growth rate in
creases with temperature more sharply and all changes
place within a smaller spatial region.

Whenys becomes small enough,dampedoscillations in
the height of the stripes appear. Ifys is even further de-
creased,persistentoscillations are observed. In Fig. 7,hmax
corresponds to themaximaof these oscillations. With very
low velocities, the oscillations become unstable, and
‘‘humps’’ are transformed into fibers, which grow toward
the laser beam@Fig. 8~a!#. The corresponding temperatur
distribution is shown in Fig. 8~b!. A similar sequence of
deposition regimes is obtained if the laser power is gradu
increased. Subsequently, we analyze the main reasons
this behavior.

One reason is a nontrivial dependence ofTc onh. Let us
demonstrate this by studying the changes inTc at the top of
a spot-shaped deposit, which shall be a much better
conductor than the substrate. The radius of the deposit s
be fixed. The light shall be absorbed at the upper surfa
which is a good approximation for metals and also for se
conductors at elevated temperatures. Initially,Tc will de-
crease withh due to a betterlateral heat conduction within
the thickerspot. WhenG5h/r becomes comparable to unity
Tc starts to increase due to the increasing temperature di
ence within the deposit in the directionnormal to the sub-
strate surface. This results in a positive feedback, wh

FIG. 7. Calculated dependence of~maximal! height ~solid line!, width
~dashed line! and the maximal temperature~dotted line! for Si lines depos-
ited from SiH4. The values ofw0 andP are the same as in Fig. 6. Surfac
absorption withA(T)50.635–5310253T. The other parameters are liste
in Table I. Arrows indicate the influence of different parameters on
calculated dependences as described in the text. Nearys560mm/s, a tran-
sition to explosive growth occurs.
Arnold, Kargl, and Bäuerle
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leads to explosive growth.17 A similar behavior holds for
stripes, as discussed for the 1D approximation.16 This
mechanism is dominating for Si deposition.

Another reason is related to the front edge of the th
stripes. Because growth takes place normal to the surf
the front edge of the stripes is even narrower than the w
of the reaction zone. At very smallys , it flips over.

18 Further
complications arise from the decrease in absorptivity via
oblique incidence of the laser beam on thesteepfront edge,
which may terminate the deposition process. This mec
nism may also contribute to the oscillatory behavior.

A third reason is related to the fact that both the width
the deposited line and the temperature distribution exc
that of the laser beam. As a result, the maximal tempera
~which is achievedon the front slopeof the deposited line! is
mainly determined by the cross section of the linebehindthe
laser beam, i.e., by the parts of the stripe depositedprevi-
ously. This may lead to aninertial feedback.24

These three factors influence the deposition dynamic
different ways. A numerical analysis shows that the lat
mechanism~delayed feedback! alone, does not produce os
cillations, in contrast to the former two. The region of t
parameters where oscillations occur may change sig
cantly if any of the mechanisms are ‘‘switched off.’’ In th
general case, the first two mechanismscannotbe separated
because both of them become important withG;1.

FIG. 8. Simulation of a line–fiber transition for Si deposited from SiH4,
ys560mm/s. ~a! Height profile.~b! Temperature distribution on the uppe
surface of the deposit.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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V. HYSTERESIS IN THE TRANSITION FROM LINE- TO
FIBER-TYPE GROWTH

In contrast to theoscillating regime of line-type growth,
the regime of fiber-type growth~Fig. 8! can be explained
only by the increase inTc with h. The fiber grows towards
the laser beam in a quasisteady regime.19 The focused laser
beam diverges, and its size becomes comparable to the
ameter of the fiber. As a result, the absorbed laser po
decreases, growth terminates, and the laser beam a
reaches the substrate. A new fiber grows in the region wh
no deposited line is present. Then the process repeats, a
series of separated fibers is formed.

The transition between the two regimes~Fig. 9! shows a
pronounced hysteresis with laser power and scann
velocity.7,8 The physical reason for this can be illustrated
follows: Consider anincreasein laser power~line–fiber tran-
sition!. The formation of a fiber occurs around a certain te
perature. If the laser power isdecreased~fiber–line transi-
tion!, this temperature is reached at alower value ofP, just
because the heat lossinto the deposited stripeis absent. A
similar picture is observed ifys is decreased for the line–
fiber transition and then increased to restore continu
deposition.

The hysteresis has also been simulated. However,
difference in temperature distributions for lines and sp
was found to be so large that the calculatedys for fiber–line
transitionswere much higher than the experimental valu
As a result, the width of the hysteresis was significan
overestimated. The reason for this inconsistency is that w
the laser powers employed, the temperature that is induce
the substrate in theinitial stage of growth is very high. With
such temperatures, the deposition reaction becomes tran
limited and the growth rate can be approximated by1

W~T!5
W0 exp~2Ta /T!

11a exp~2Ta /T!
, ~5.1!

with

FIG. 9. Line–fiber transition and hysteresis with respect to scanning ve
ity for the deposition of Si from 500 mbar SiH4 ~w051.5mm, P
50.136 W!. For the upper and lower scans,ys was increasedfrom left to
right. For the scan in the middle,ys wasdecreasedfrom right to left.
1023Arnold, Kargl, and Bäuerle
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Here,rd andrg are the densitiesof the deposited speciesin
the solid and the gas phase, respectively.D is the gas-phase
diffusion coefficient, andR the radius of the reaction zone
The temperature dependence ofa is weak in comparison to
the exponential function and it was ignored. Because of
uncertainties associated with Eq.~5.2!, a was considered as
fitting parameter. With the experimental setup employ
transport limitation starts aroundT'1500 K.25 This can be
described by Eq.~5.1! with a583105, which was used in
the calculations.

Because the characteristic temperatures for the dep
tion of thick lines are rather low~Fig. 7!, transport limita-
tions play an important role only in the initial stage
growth. Theinitial radius of the growing spot is determine
by the area where the temperature induced on the subs
exceeds the temperature at which diffusion limitations st
As a result, this radius is much wider than it would ha
been in the case of a kinetically controlled process. An
crease in the initial radius of the spot leads to a narrowing
the hysteresis with respect toP andys because it facilitates
heat conduction into the substrate, thus, lowering the t
perature of the spot.

FIG. 10. ~a! Formation of afiber from a spot withys565mm/s, ~b! Initial
stage ofline formation from a spot withys575mm/s. Other parameters a
in Fig. 7.
1024 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 3, 1 August 1997
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If the scanning velocity is graduallylowered to ys
565mm/s, simulations result in oscillating lines. When n
line is initially present, the formation of a fiber is observe
for the sameset of parameters@Fig. 10~a!#. When the scan-
ning velocity is increased up to 75mm/s, fiber formation
ceases and, after a transition regime@Fig. 10~b!#, a continu-
ous line is formed. The transient profiles are quite similar
those observed experimentally~Fig. 9, lower scan!.

The temporal dependences ofh andTc ~near the position
of the laser beam! are illustrated in Fig. 11 forys
565mm/s andys575mm/s. If the scanning velocity is high
enough, the transition to explosive-type growth does not
cur.

Figure 12 shows the calculated boundary, which se
rates regions of continuous line-type deposition and fib
type growth as a function of scanning velocity and las
power. This behavior agrees quite well with that observ
experimentally.8,16

An additional note seems to be appropriate. The ac
racy of the numerical simulations is determined by the ac
racy to which the thermophysical parameters and the
dependence of the absorptivity on temperature are kno
For the W system, this accuracy is high enough to achi
quantitative agreement with the experimental results. In
case of Si, however, only a semiquantitative agreement
achieved. This is mainly due to the strong temperature
pendence of the heat conductivity of silicon and the h
activation energy of the SiH4 decomposition reaction. Thus
even small uncertainties in parameters, or small system
errors in the algorithm foruSi may produce significant devia
tions from the experimental data, especially with respec
the scanning velocity, which is almost exponentially relat
to the calculated temperature.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented numerical simulations of pyroly
laser direct writing based on a fast algorithm for temperat
calculations.17 This approach allows one to model oscill

FIG. 11. The behavior of the height~solid lines! and temperature~dashed
lines! in the center of the laser beam as functions of time. Initial stage
deposition withys565mm/s andys575mm/s ~see Fig. 10!. In the latter
case, transition to line deposition with damped oscillations can be seen
Arnold, Kargl, and Bäuerle
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tions observed in laser CVD. These oscillations are cau
by the coupling of the shape of the deposit and the temp
ture distribution induced by the laser beam.

In the case of W deposition from an admixture
WCl61H21O2 onto a-SiO2 substrates, the oscillations i
height and width of deposited lines are due to a sharp
crease in the absorptivity of the deposit within a narrow te
perature interval.16,22 Simulations reproduce the dependen
of the period of oscillations on laser power and scann
velocity, and they also explain the shape of deposited lin

With the deposition of Si from SiH4 onto a-SiO2 sub-
strates, the oscillations are caused by temperature differe
between the upper surface of the deposit and the subs
With decreasing scanning velocity or increasing laser pow
initially continuous lines show oscillations, mainly in heigh
and a transition to explosive-type growth results in fiber f
mation.

The hysteresis in this transition with increasin
decreasing laser power/scanning velocity can be explaine
well.

The proposed algorithm allows a quantitative se
consistent analysis of the pyrolytic deposition of microstru
tures. It can also be used for the modeling of pyrolytic et

FIG. 12. Calculated boundary between regimes of continuous depositio
lines and the formation of fibers.
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ing and e-beam microprocessing when feedbacks betw
temperature distributions and changes in processing ge
etries are important.
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